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Abstract

After an overview of EQPL (exogenous quantum propositional logic),
the proof of its weak completeness is outlined, using a non trivial exten-
sion of the Fagin-Halpern-Megiddo technique.

A new logic (EQPL – exogenous quantum propositional logic), embodying all
that is stated in the postulates of quantum physics, was proposed in [2, 3, 4] for
modeling and reasoning about quantum systems. The logic was designed from
the semantics upwards, starting with the key idea of adopting superpositions of
classical models as the models of the proposed quantum logic.

This novel approach to quantum reasoning is quite different from the tradi-
tional approach to the problem that, as initially proposed by Birkhoff and von
Neumann, focuses on the lattice of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space. Our ex-
ogenous semantics approach has the advantage of closely guiding the design of
the language around the underlying concepts of quantum physics while keeping
the classical connectives and was inspired by the possible worlds approach origi-
nally proposed by Kripke for modal logic. It is also akin to the society semantics
introduced in for many-valued logic and to the possible translations semantics
proposed in for paraconsistent logic. The possible worlds approach was also
used in for probabilistic logic. Our semantics of quantum logic, although in-
spired by modal logic, is also completely different from the alternative Kripke
semantics given to traditional quantum logics which is still closely related to
the lattice-oriented operations.

Contrarily to traditional quantum logics that replace the classical connec-
tives by new connectives inspired by the lattice-oriented operations, by adopting
superpositions of classical models as the models of the quantum logic, we are
led to a natural extension of the classical language containing the classical con-
nectives (like modal languages are extensions of the classical language).

Furthermore, the new logic allows quantitative reasoning about amplitudes
and probabilities, being in this respect much closer to the possible worlds log-
ics for probability reasoning than to the traditional quantum logics. For other
developments in this direction, also motivated by applications in quantum com-
putation and information, see [5].
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After a brief survey of EQPL and its applications, we provide a finitary
Hilbert calculus and outline the proof of its weak completeness relatively to
an oracle for arithmetical reasoning. Strong completeness is out of question
since entailment is not compact. The proof of the weak completeness result was
carried out using a non trivial extension of the technique proposed by Fagin,
Halpern and Megiddo for simple probabilistic logics [1], together with three
Henkin completions. Full details of the proof can be found in [4].

Although EQPL only provides the means for propositional, quantitative rea-
soning about quantum states, it is a mandatory step before further developments
towards calculi for reasoning about the evolution of quantum systems (as already
outlined in [3]). The weak completeness result established here is interesting
from the theoretical point of view and shows that the proposed language fits
the proposed exogenous semantics. But, for practical applications in quantum
system specification and verification, it seems better to go for model checking
techniques. We conclude with a reference to other significant open problems.
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